
Lower the screen, not your standards.



As the pioneer in manufacturing customized retractable awnings and screens, Sunesta offers 
unmatched engineering for perfect performance.  Since 1981, we have led the industry in 
technological advances, and continue this tradition of engineering excellence in all our 
products.  Every component, feature and option is designed with this focus on innovation.

Sunesta’s in-house experts partner with other component specialists and engineers around the 
world to ensure our awning and screen systems offer best-in-class technology. We invented the 
process of computer-aided awning and screen manufacturing, and our proprietary equipment 
and processes ensure precise customization with the industry’s fastest turnaround time.

For you, this means your awnings and screens are perfectly crafted by our team of experts 
with attention to every last detail in a timely manner.

Look for the Sunesta Lifetime Service Label.
Only Sunesta Retractable Awnings and Screens are branded with a 
unique order number.  We call it the SmartCodeTM - your awning and 
screens individual I.D. number.

Through the SmartCode system, we keep your custom order 
details and specifications in our database, allowing us to answer 
product questions and provide updates regarding your individual 
awning or screen.  We have a SmartCode on file for each 
awning and screen produced, for instant, customized service. 
 Note from the President   

At Sunesta, our goal is to 
provide you with custom 
outdoor comfort for a 
lifetime of enjoyment.  

CODE

smart

00101

MODEL NO. 449337
THE SENTRY
    164032-001
WWW.SUNESTA.COMREMOVING LABEL VOIDS WARRANTY

Sunesta.com   |  1-800-SUNESTA

Making neighbors jealous since 1981.



Our custom manufacturing 
and variety of fabric choices 
allows us to fit almost any 
outdoor application.

With Sunesta, you have control of your screen and patio.  You can 
completely retract or extend your screen down to the ground.  Or, stop it 
anywhere in between.

Watching it go up is impressive.  
But enough about your home value.



Built by amazing word of mouth.

“Love it.  The quality
, lo

ok, and fabric
 are excellent.  T

he dealer a
nd installer 

      
      

  w
ere awesome.  R

espectfu
l, c

ourte
ous, fr

iendly, polite
, and professional.”

- P
atric

ia K.

“We have a very long patio
 and so have 2 shades coverin

g th
e patio

. It
 is so  

      
     n

ice to
 be able to

 sit o
utside and enjoy th

e backyard instead of b
eing

      
      

      
 baked by th

e sun. Looks great. Love th
e remote operatio

n.”

-Jane S.

“O
ur d

eck faces to
 th

e west so th
e sun is very intense. W

e seldom used our d
eck because  

      
      

of th
e extre

me heat. W
e are very excite

d to
 enjoy th

e summer o
n our

      
      

      
   shaded deck.”

- Sue A.

“We were very happy to
 see th

at th
ey had so many available screen optio

ns for o
ur p

atio
.  

      
     M

any colors and textures gave us exactly
 what w

e wanted. Truly Amazing.” 

- Tom D.



This homeowner chose a fabric 
that blends nicely with the look 
and feel of their home.

Complete and protect your  
woman cave or man cave.

The Sentry gives you the ability to control your own living space. No 
matter if you are covering your windows, doors, patio or lanai, The 
Sentry is your solution...even for your garage.
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Keep insects out without giving up your 
view or airflow. Retract the screen and let 
mother nature in.

For  
Insects

Choose a solar mesh to block the sun, keep 
your view, control the wind, and reduce the 

temperature by 15 degrees.

For  
Shade

Raining? Cold? Choose a clear window for 
your Sentry Screen and enjoy your outdoor 
space all year round.

For  
Weather

NO SHADE SYSTEM TS RS AS TV

NO SHADE SYSTEM TS RS AS TV

NO SHADE SYSTEM TS RS AS TV

Providing outdoor comfort. The Sentry can 
be customized to fit your unique space with 
widths up to 26 feet and heights up to 16 feet. 
The Sentry is one system that has many uses. 
Choosing the fabric for your Sentry screen will 
allow you to customize your protection. Choose 
bug screen for insect protection, solar mesh for 
sun protection, opaque fabrics for privacy or 
room brightness control, or clear vinyl windows 
for rain and cold  protection without losing 
your view. The Sentry has an exclusive fabric 
retention system that ensures your retractable 
screen will operate in any weather condition, 
as well as blocking the wind, and keeping 
unwanted pests out.



The sun is bright.  
Fortunately, our engineers are brighter.

LIFETIM
E  
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10 YEARS  
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UP 

TO

5 YEARS  

MOTOR
Product  
Warranties
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Wireless remote controls  
and powered motor.

Continuous loop zipper.  
This prevents broken teeth  

which can cause binding  
in the operation.

Removable front cover  
allows direct access to  

motor and roller tube for  
easy service access.

3/4” weatherproof brush  
for a perfect seal.

The Sentry’s exclusive rail design features a 
floating track that seals to keep pests and the 
elements out while flexing to prevent binding 
under wind load.

The removable rail cover allow access for 
maintenance without the hassle of disassembling  
or dismounting the entire unit.

White              Beige               Clay             Brown           Bronze

Small:  
Sizes up to  
10’ wide and  
8’ drop

We offer four different 
custom mounting styles: 
  
1) Surface Mount attaches 
directly to the wall.  
2)  Inside Mount fits snuggly 
between two walls.  
3) Distance Mount attaches 
away from the wall.  
4) Recessed Mount brackets 
attach inside an opening that  
is eventually closed. 

 Optional distance bracket                Optional recess bracket

Medium: 
Sizes up to 
18’ wide and 
12’ drop

Large:  
Sizes up to  
26’ wide and  
16’ drop

Standard Frame Colors:

4-3/4”

2” 1-3/8”

3-3/4”

2”

6-3/4”

1-1/2”1-3/8” 2-1/4”



The Choice is Yours 
Choosing the fabric for your 
Sentry screen will allow you 
to customize your protection. 
Choose bug screen for insect 
protection, solar mesh for sun 
protection, opaque fabrics for 
privacy or room brightness 
control or clear vinyl windows 
for rain and cold protection 
without losing your view.

Almost every shade of color imaginable.

sunesta.com    |   1-800-SUNESTA  
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